
Brough Park Running Club weekly Couch to 5K (28/10/17) 
The Halloween fancy dress Couch to 5K could be described as one of the best ever; not 
because it’s only the third ghoulish event we’ve had, with less previous competition, but also 
in comparison to all the others. 
There was a large turnout with many enthusiastic entrants wearing a variety of garbs; from 
super heroes to witches, with the odd cartoon character or TV superhero thrown in for good 
measure; mixed within all the other ‘normal’ entrants, all of whom seemed to thoroughly 
enjoy the occasion and were amused to be among the mass of reprobates; in addition to new 
members and all distances attracting entrants once again. 
As usual there were prizes for the best dressed, with Margaret Lovatt overseeing the 
proceedings - not an easy task considering the number and variety of guise, with time-
consuming effort and precision that some had applied - the adult achievement going to Suzie 
Noble and John Lagan, the junior winners were Eden Pigott and Sian Webster. 
To add to the occasion there was a presentation made by Bryan Vigrass to Connie Statham (6), 
one of the growing-number of juniors who have attended their 25th, Saturday event. 
Once underway, the full distance saw the return of Tom Stoddart following a long absence, 
having been clocked in mid-twenty minute slot in his previous attendance; leading for a while 
before being overtaken by Jack Hancock during the later stage of the first lap; the latter going 
on to reduce his three week old PB by ten seconds to 20.19, and the former finding it not to be 
his day and pulling in earlier than planned. 
Thirteen-year-old Ethan Ollier had a good run having eased his way past numerous others to 
finish fifteen seconds from his best in 24.09 - a brace of his previous times were a minute 
slower; David Edge was just four seconds in arrears having also overtaken several others 
during the three laps - a remarkable achievement considering a late night ‘on the tiles’. 
In contrast Donna Eames had an off-day, from which Karl Birch took full advantage to tail for 
a while before finishing twenty three seconds ahead; reducing his five week old personal best 
by five seconds to 23.48. 
Paul Goldstraw continued his post-injury come back, reducing his last week’s time by ninety 
seconds to 25.23, finishing just eight seconds ahead of John Lagan who, despite pulling away 
from numerous adversaries, was slightly behind his last week’s best time; whereas Matthew 
Hales reduced his previous time by eight seconds and is now only thirty from his best time. 
Charlotte Statham’s regular attendance seems to be paying off as she pulled ahead of Jan 
Percival and overtook Suzie Noble during the middle stages of the 5K; finishing seventy 
seconds better than the last event in 27.25; the latter two making improvements but twenty 
three seconds and seventy behind at the line. 
Richard Dodd once again followed William (5) to the cut-off point, where the youngster went 
on to finish the 2.2K in 12.28, almost a minute behind his eight-year-old brother Edward; while 
mother, Rebecca, had the freedom to continue her entry at this distance and reduced her 
previous week’s inaugural time by seven seconds with a 13.54 finish; father pacing around a 
minute from his 5K best in 28.51. 
V65 Bill Mould and Michelle Redfern improved on their previous times in the 5K; the former 
still a little way from his best and the latter continuing to improve week-on-week, reducing 
her PB by twenty seconds to 31.12; an overall reduction of two and a half minutes in five events. 
Helen Finney started the distance almost a minute behind the rest, having entered the park 
just for personal jog, however, she managed to complete the full distance in 33.18, vowing to 
return to achieve an improved time. 
Lisa Soutart, Sarah Garde and Elaine Hargreaves all improved on their previous event times; 
the former reducing her two week old PB by a minute to 33.25, the latter two recording 34.30 
and 35.39. 



The Cumberbatch Duo of Dominic (10) and father, Jonathan, completed the 3.6K in a slightly 
slower time of 19.31; with Lorna Stoddart also recording a slower 27.06 following a seven-week 
absence; whereas to Rees Soutart (12) moved up to this distance with a 32.58 finish. 
The 800m distance saw Imogen Robinson (7) dropping down to the shortest event with an 
8.02 time; followed by brother William (5) just thirteen seconds later. Six-year-old Pippa 
Waddell was a step behind at the line with an overall slower 8.16, as she played along the way 
with Archie the dog, led by Madeline Statham (12). 
Three-year-old Sophie Hinton also dropped down to this distance with a much slower 9.58 
finish; whereas, Libby Soutart (8) upped her distance and clocked a 9.41 finish in the 1.5K. 
Both Jack Bray (13) and Martin Pigott haven’t entered the 2.2K distance for some months; the 
youngster was off-pace with a 10.08 finish, however, the latter secured a 10.15 time and a two 
minute PB despite wearing a mask throughout the distance; daughter, Eden (7) recorded a 
slightly slower 11.39  in her prize-winning fancy dress outfit. 
David Hinton continues to progress and reduced is best time by two minutes down to 11.02. 
Once again Ben Regan (10) and Scarlett Robinson (11) completed the distance together with a 
personal best time of 12.20, which is a minute faster than last week’s time; with Luke 
McMullen forty seconds behind with a slight improvement. 
Rebecca Hinton dropped down a distance to escort Laurie (6) and recorded a slightly slower 
14.07 finish. 
The Webster family of Nick, Rian (7) and Josh (6) completed their first event in 15.17; followed 
by the Smith duo of Dan and Vivian (13) who were forty seconds in arrears. 
A happy witch, Connie Statham (6) - assisted by the illegal power of a broomstick - followed 
twenty seconds behind in 16.24; with an even happier Tina Jones seeing a reduction of eighty 
seconds on her best time in 17.02. 

 
 


